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Correlation of computed tomography with second-look
laparotomy in ovarian carcinoma

M. SANDHU, L. KUMAR, S. KUMAR, A. KRIPLANI, N. BHATLA, G. KINRA

ABSTRACT
Background. Cancer of the ovary is the second commonest

gynaecological malignancy after cancer of the cervix. Surgery
followed by cisplatin-based chemotherapy is the standard
treatmentapproach. Inpatientswith persistentdisease, second-
look laparotomy offers an opportunity to debulk the tumour.
This is usually followed by an alternative method of
chemotherapy. We compared the findings at surgery (second-
look laparotomy) with the preoperative computed axial
tomography scan assessments.

Methods. Thirty-seven patients with epithelial ovarian
carcinoma were assessed with computed axial tomography
scans of the abdomen and pelvis priorto undergoing a second-
look laparotomy.

Results. Tumour was correctly identified on computed axial
tomography scan in 11patientswho hadmacroscopic evidence
of cancer at laparotomy. In 6 patients, both computed axial
tomography scan and surgery showed no disease recurrence.
In the remaining 20 patients, there was a mismatch between
the computed axial tomography scan and the surgical findings.
In 16 of the 20 (80%) patients, computed axial tomography
scans were negative but tumour was present. When the
tumourwas less than 1.5cm indiameter itwas missed in8, and
when equal to or greater than 1.5 cm, it was missed in 5
patients. These small tumour deposits were located in the
retroperitoneal area, under the dome of the diaphragm,
omentum or peritoneum, liver surface, and in the pouch of
Douglas. In one case each, infiltration of the urinary bladder,
sigmoid colon and rectum was also not detected. In4 patients,
computed axial tomography scans showed tumour when none
was present.

Conclusion. Computed axial tomography scancannotdetect
small nodules often present in ovarian cancer, and thus even
if a computed axial tomography scan is normal it should not
exclude a second-look laparotomy.
Natl Med J India 1996;9:13-16

INTRODUCTION
Cancer of the ovary is the second most common gynaecological
malignancy. About 80% of patients present with stage Ill/Iv
disease, and initial surgery followed by cisplatin-based chemo-
therapy (CT) is the standard treatment approach. Seventy to
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eighty per cent of patients achieve an objective response to CT
including a clinical complete response (CR) in 40-50%. So far;
second-look laparotomy (SLL) has been the standard procedure
in these patients for the assessment of disease status but recent
reports have challenged this concept. I Patients with pathological
CR on SLL have a reasonable probability of long term survival.
CT can be safely stopped in such patients. On the other hand, in
patients found to have persistent disease, SLL offers an opportunity
to debulk the tumour and follow it up with an alternative cr
regimen. Although it is invasive, SLL or planned exploratory
surgery for patients who have responded to an established course
of CT, has gained acceptance as a standard procedure for the
assessment of disease status. Recently, computed axial tomography
(CAT) scans have also been used preoperatively in these patients
to assess disease status and we assessed whether preoperative
CAT scans could replace SLL.

METHODS
Between July 1989 and July 1993, 37 patients with epithelial
ovarian carcinoma underwent SLL after a CAT scan of the
abdomen and pelvis. All patients had completed the prescribed
course of cr and 29 were clinically disease-free at the time of
surgery.
CAT scans were performed on a third generation Shimadzu

SCT-2000 whole body scanner with 512x512 display and
reconstruction matrix and a scan time of 6.8 seconds. This scanner
has a third generation fan beam geometry and 702 solid state
detectors. Patients were given 500-750 ml of urografin orally
diluted to 3% with water at least I hour before the examination.
Another 250 ml of this diluted oral contrast was given just before
starting the study. The scans were done while the patient's urinary
bladder was full. Contiguous 10115mm scans of the abdomen and
10110 mm of the pelvis were obtained. All radiographs were
interpreted by a radiologist after reviewing the relevant clinical
information and the radiographic interpretation was available to
the surgeon at the time of operation.
Second-look laparotomy was performed within 17-48 days of

the last CT. This included assessment of cytological washings for
tumour cells; inspection of the residual omentum, the undersurface
of the diaphragm, and the small bowel mesentery, biopsy of all
adhesions, inspection of the pelvic peritoneum and palpation of
retroperitoneal nodes.
Microscopic disease was considered to be present when no

visible or palpable disease was seen but when either cytological
studies of peritoneal washings or random biopsy specimens of
non-palpable tumour in adhesions or the peritoneal cavity were
positive for tumour cells.
All CAT scans for this study were reviewed by a single

radiologist who was ignorant of the surgical findings. Scans
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were examined for quality, and the size and location of all
abnormalities were noted. These findings were then compared
with the initial interpretation to assess the consistency of
interpretation. CAT scans were assessed for urinary bladder
infiltration, pelvic mass, ascites, omental and peritoneal (including
subdiaphragmatic) deposits, liver capsule deposits, retroperi-
toneallymph nodes, hydronephrosis and bowel involvement.

Statistics
Two hundred and ten patients with epithelial ovarian cancer
evaluated between July 1989 and July 1993 form the statistical
universe for this study. Of these, 37 patients were assessed with
CAT scans of the abdomen and pelvis prior to undergoing SLL.

RESULTS
The age of the patients ranged from 16-68 years (median 54
years). Initial FIGO staging assessed 25 patients to be in stage III
and 12 patients to be in stage IV. The time interval between the last
course of CT and SLL varied between 17-48 days and the SLL
was performed within 3 weeks of the CAT scan. For this study,
only the finding of macroscopic disease at surgery was correlated
with the CAT scan result.
In 22 out of 37 patients, tumour was detected at SLL but was

not reported at the initial interpretation. In 2 patients, the disease
was detected on a review of the CAT scans. In 17 patients, there
was concordance between the findings of CAT scan and SLL; II
had tumour and 6 were disease-free on both CAT scan and SLL.
In the remaining 20 patients, there was discordance between the
CAT scan and SLL findings. Tumour deposits of <1.5 em and
~1.5 em were missed in 8 and 5 patients, respectively. In 16 out
of 20 (80%) patients, CAT scans gave a false-negative result.
Small tumour deposits were identified on the undersurface of the
diaphragm, in the omentum and peritoneum, on the liver surface
and on the bowel. Bladderinfiltration, retroperitoneal adenopathy,
small bowel adhesions and nodules in the pouch of Douglas were
also identified.
Of the lesions which were z l.S ern in size, a3 em deposit in the

sigmoid colon was not detected in I patient while in 2 patients
deposits of 2 cm under the dome of diaphragm and peritoneum
were missed. In I patient each, residual thickening in the pouch
of Douglas turned out to be a 2 ern nodule at surgery and a 1.5 cm
retroperitoneal node was missed, and infiltration of the urinary
bladder, sigmoid colon and rectum were not detected on CAT
scans.
In the 4 false-positive CAT scans, infiltration of the urinary

bladder by the pelvic mass was wrongly diagnosed in 2 patients
while in I patient normal bowel loops in the pelvis were reported
to be matted on CAT scan. In the other patient, a 3 em bowel
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FIG I. CAT scan of the pelvis showing a soft tissue mass
involving the uterus with infiltration of the urinary bladder.
(The bladder was not involved at surgery)

deposit was wrongly interpreted as being an omental deposit
(Table I, Figs. 1-5).

DISCUSSION

Second-look laparotomy has been the standard technique for
assessment of the response to CT. However, SLL is an invasive,
expensive, time-consuming method associated with morbidity in
patients with epithelial cancer of the ovary and recently, this
approach has been challenged. INon-invasive imaging techniques
such as CAT scan have been used instead. We, therefore, carried
out this study to see whether SLL could be avoided in patients
with CR according to the CAT scan findings.
CAT scan correctly identified the presence of tumour in II out

of 37 (30%) patients. In another 6 patients both CAT scan and
SLL were negative. However, CAT scan gave a false-negative
result (i.e. CAT showed no tumour while during SLL tumour was
detected) in 16 patients. The reasons were: the presence of < 1.5
cm and ~1.5 cm deposits in 8 and 5 patients, respectively. These
tumour nodules were located under the dome of the diaphragm,
omentum and peritoneum, liver surface, pouch of Douglas and in
the retroperitoneum. Peritoneal disease was the most difficult to
detect. On CAT scans, these deposits may appear as rounded,
cake-like, stellate or ill-defined masses. In patients after CT, the
findings will be more subtle and more easily confused with
peritoneal reaction and scarring. Invasion of the bowel wall was
missed on CAT scan in 2 patients. In 3 the CAT scan gave a false-
positive result, i.e. it showed that tumour was present but this was
not found at operation.

TABLEI. Correlation of CAT scan and surgical pathological findings in 37 patients

Finding True-negative False-positive True-positive False-negative Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%)

Pelvic mass 14 0 22 96 100
Urinary bladder 27 2 7 88 93
infiltration

Ascites 35 0 2 0 100 100
Omental and 20 I 8 8 50 95
peritoneal deposits

Liver capsule deposits 31 0 5 I 83 100
Retroperi toneal 33 0 2 2 50 100
lymph nodes

Hydronephrosis 34 0 3 0 100 100
Bowel involvement 25 I 5 6 45 96
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FIG 2. CAT scan of the abdomen demonstrating marked ascites
with a few poorly opacified bowel loops. (Surgery revealed a
2 cm peritoneal deposit)

FIG 4. CAT scan of the pelvis showing a soft tissue mass in the
pelvis with infiltration of the urinary bladder. (At surgery, there
was no infiltration of the urinary bladder)

The detection of peritoneal and bowel involvement requires
improved CAT scanning techniques. Other investigators have
added intravenous contrast-enhanced dynamic scans through the
liver and retroperitoneum followed by pelvic scans with thin
sections and colonic air insufflation. Thin (5mm) sections improve
spatial resolution by reducing volume averaging within any given
voxel. This results in improved definition of the border (serosal
surface) of bowel loops, side-wall structure, and perivisceral fat.
Air insufflation of the colon serves not only to distend and permit
identification of the bowel loops, but also allows analysis of the
true thickness of the bowel wall, improving the detection of small
serosal implants. 2Results may be further improved ifthe radiologist
is informed of the location of the disease at the time of initial
laparotomy, because recurrence is most frequently at these sites.
In our study, infiltration of the urinary bladder, sigmoid colon

and rectum by the pelvic mass was missed in 1 patient each.
Amongst the false-positive cr scans, a 3 ern large bowel deposit
was wrongly interpreted as an omental deposit while in 2 patients,
infiltration of the urinary bladder by the pelvic mass was not
present at surgery. In 1 patient, normal bowel loops in the pelvis
were reported as matted on CAT scan. The characteristic metastatic
pattern of ovarian carcinoma in which these spread deeply in the

FIG 3. CAT scan of the pelvis showing a bulky uterus with a small
cyst in the right adnexal area. (Surgery revealed a 3 ern sigmoid
deposit as well)

FIG 5. CAT scan of the abdomen showing a subcapsular hepatic
deposit with fatty infiltration of the liver. (Surgery revealed a
2 cm deposit on the right dome of the diaphragm as well)

abdominal cavity or as peritoneal seedlings, makes non-invasive
monitoring of response to CT extremely difficult.
A number of studies have evaluated the use of CAT scanning

in patients with epithelial ovarian carcinoma prior to SLL. Stern
et at. 3 reported a sensitivity of 50%, specificity of 100% and
overall accuracy of93% in 18patients. Goldhirsch et al. 4 analysed
their data according to region (e.g. liver, omentum, pelvis) and
reported a sensitivity of 0-83% and specificity of 82-100%.
Silverman et at. 5 reported a sensitivity of 40% and specificity of
99% in 55 patients. CAT scan correctly identified pelvic and
abdominal disease in 85% and 75% patients respectively in their
study. In a series by Brenner et al.,~ the overall sensitivity was
37% to 52% and specificity was 100%. These figures concur with
our data. CAT has a high specificity ranging from 93% to 100%,
but a low sensitivity of 45-100% according to the regions evaluated
(Table I). This is primarily because of its inability to detect
minimal disease.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was found to be no better

than CAT scan in 38 patients with various gynaecological tumours,
including 9 patients with ovarian cancer by Bies et at. 7 Ghossain
et al.R also did not find MRI to be superior to a CAT scan.
Our findings suggest that a normal CAT scan cannot replace
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SLL for confirming a patient to be disease-free or potentially
cured because of the frequency of microscopic disease. Careful
scanning may reduce considerably the number of SLL in patients
considered clinically disease-free with macroscopic abdominal
recurrences, and thus the number of avoidable laparotomies.
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Obituaries
Many doctors in India practise medicine in difficult areas under trying
circumstances and resist the attraction of better prospects in western countries
and in the Middle East. They die without their contributions to our country
being acknowledged.

The National Medical Journal of India wishes to recognize the efforts of
these doctors. We invite short accounts of the life and work of a recently
deceased colleague by a friend, student or relative. The account in about
500 to 1000 words should describe his or her education and training and
highlight the achievements as well as disappointments. A photograph
should accompany the obituary. .

-Editor


